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Financial activities are central to the modern economy. State-owned 
commercial banks occupy a dominant position and play a significant role in our 
financial system. However, the frequent occurrences of criminal cases in our 
state-owned commercial banks have revealed a series of management deficiencies in 
the internal management. This also poses serious challenge to the operational risk 
management in these commercial banks. The accounting operational activities within 
the commercial banks are the most basic and fundamental functions of these 
institutions. Because of their high risk nature, the prevention of accounting 
operational risks thus becomes the focus of risk management within the state owned 
commercial banks.  
Drawing on the practical experiences and management theories on managing 
accounting operational risks in state-owned commercial banks, this paper first 
analyzes the causes of operational risks in commercial banks. These causes include 
the ignorance of risk management, incompleteness of the risk management 
framework and accounting operational risk management system, insufficient 
understanding of the related systems and consequences, and the incompatibility of the 
staff quality and human resources allocation with the risk management requirement. 
The technological component and management skills need to be significantly 
improved. This paper finally proposes specific solutions for preventions and control 
of accounting operational risks in commercial banks. These propositions are based on 
the analysis of the current situations of the commercial banks in our country, 
borrowing the advanced experiences of the foreign commercial banks, and combining 
the practices and theory. These specific solutions include the following nine aspects: 
to establish the proper mentality in accounting operational risk management, to 
improve the organization of the risk management, to complete the management 
systems in operational risk management, to maximize the operation flow of 
accounting activities, to improve the skills in accounting operational risk management, 
to set up the aftermath monitoring system, to perfect the reporting system in 
managing the risk information, to strengthen the data collection so as to specify the 
capital requirement in a timely manner, and to establish the risk transferring system to 
soften the accounting operational risks.   
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表 1  国有商业银行总资产、总负债在金融业中的占比（单位：亿元） 
 2005 年 2006 年 2007 年 
 金额 占比 金额 占比 金额 占比 
总资产 196580 52.4％ 225390 51.3％ 280071 53.2％





















































                                                   




② Basel Committee on Bankxing Supervision,2004,International Convergence of  Capital Measurement and 
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